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Abstract

Color images captured under various environments are often not ready to deliver the
desired quality due to adverse effects caused by uncontrollable illumination settings. In
particular, when the illuminate color is not known a priori, the colors of the objects may
not be faithfully reproduced and thus impose difficulties in subsequent image processing
operations. Color correction thus becomes a very important pre-processing procedure
where the goal is to produce an image as if it is captured under uniform chromatic
illumination. On the other hand, conventional color correction algorithms using linear
gain adjustments focus only in color manipulations and may not convey the maximum
information contained in the image. This challenge can be posed as a multi-objective
optimization problem that simultaneously corrects the undesirable effect of illumination
color cast while recovering the information conveyed from the scene. A variation of
the particle swarm optimization algorithm is further developed in the multi-objective
optimization perspective that results in a solution achieving a desirable color balance
and an adequate delivery of information. Experiments are conducted using a collection
of color images of natural objects that were captured under different lighting conditions.
Results have shown that the proposed method is capable of delivering images with higher
quality.
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1. Introduction

Color images have been increasingly used in our daily life and in industrial applica-
tions. For viewing by a human viewer, color harmonization of the image is often desirable
[1]. Raw images captured in digital cameras are thus frequently processed by computa-
tional algorithms to achieve an enhanced aesthetics effect [2]. In the context of industrial
applications, the camera is a class of indispensable sensors providing valuable informa-
tion for the operations of autonomous machines. For example, the three-dimensional
shape of an object can be modeled by casting structured color lights on its surface [3].
A vision assisted system is also available in detecting pavement cracks [4]. In addition,
vision-based automatic systems are also very popular in manufacturing processes [5].

Despite the above successful application examples, the quality of the captured image
still plays a very important role that critically affects the performance of a vision-guided
automatic system. One of the fundamental limitations lies on the difficulty in controlling
the lighting conditions in the operation environments. For instance, the intensity of the
illumination may be insufficient, be occluded, and most importantly, the illumination
color may be uncontrolled. The cause of these problems could be interferences among
illumination sources or gradual degradation due to aging. They are customarily classified
as the color constancy problem that requires color correction [6] [7] as an embedded
functionality in autonomous systems.

A possible approach to mitigate the adverse effects of uncontrollable illumination color
is to estimate the illumination and then correct the color cast [8]. Within the available
computational methods to correct the illumination color [9], there are several classes of
algorithms for solving these problems. One of the classes is related to white balancing
[10]. This method is based on the assumption that the brightest pixel in an image would
correspond to white. However, in some environments, there may be no white objects
and the algorithm may not perform as expected. Another possible approach in color
correction is by the method of gamut mapping [11]. This method assumes that the color
contained in an image is only a subset of all possible cases under all illuminations. A
training set of images is obtained under some known conditions and a given image is then
corrected according to the relationships derived from the training set. Also by making use
of a similar principle, the correlation method was developed [12], to obtain the correlation
between possible illuminations and objects. Then the most probable illumination color
is estimated for an input image by the maximum correlation. Instead of using training
images, a color correction approach was proposed in [13]. The correction operates on
the hypothesis that the average edge difference in a scene is achromatic; hence, the
color of the light source could be estimated from the deviations of the edge colors from
the hypothesized values. However, enhancements of the edges in the image was not
specifically considered.

There are other variations in tackling the color constancy problem. For example,
color balancing of digital photographs are obtained by using simple image statistics
[14]. Upon the acquisition of a knowledge of the illuminating color, the cast can be
removed and produce a natural appearing resultant image. A similar approach also
based on classification of the given image was reported in [15]. Specifically, an image
is classified as taken either indoor or outdoor on the basis of observations and training
data. Furthermore, an independently developed approach using a similar principle was
presented in [16]. The given image is categorized into one of the groups containing
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various scene semantics and then different but canonical color correction algorithms are
applied. An interesting approach was recently proposed that employs multiple image
frames to correct color casting [17], whereby, the illumination color is estimated on the
first captured frame and correction is conducted in subsequent frames on individual color
channels. Further estimation based approaches can be found in [18] and [19]. However, it
is generally difficult to obtain an exhaustive and complete priori distributions as required
by the Bayesian type procedures.

In addition to the white point balancing method, methods based on gray world as-
sumption are also effective approaches for color correction [20]. The principle of the gray
world assumption stems from the hypothesis that the average color of a given image is
achromatic and that the averages of the primary colors are close to each other that pro-
duces a gray shaded appearance. There are also methods that adopt both white point
and gray world principles as the basis in their implementations. For example, a hybrid
algorithm was developed in [21] that catered for local and global color corrections. Fur-
thermore, a quadratic combination of these two assumptions was employed in [22] for
color correction. In particular, the combination ensures that both white point and gray
world assumptions are satisfied. In addition, other choices of assumptions had also been
proposed in the literature. For example, in [23], the determination of illumination colors
was dependent on the validity of assumptions on flatness of Lambertian object surfaces
captured in an image and single lighting source.

Most developed methods for color correction that had been reported in the literature
adjust the magnitude of the primary red, green and blue (RGB) color channels with
appropriate gain factors. On the other hand, the determination of these factors may
be different and depends on the particular method adopted. For example, the standard
deviations of the color channels are used to find the gain factors [24]. The use of the
standard deviation naturally provides a better description of the distribution of the color
content that facilitates a better correction and removal of the color cast. In the work
reported in [25], a subset of pixels is selected as white points based on the absolute
difference to their corresponding mean values in the RGB channels. The multiplicative
scaling factors for color channels adjustments are then calculated from this subset. An
alternative method also using a subset of pixels was presented in [26], wherein, the
white points are selected by converting the RGB channels into the YUV color space
and thresholds are applied to classify white points. The RGB channel gains are then
adjusted iteratively such that the white points are steered to converge to their gray color
equivalents. A summary and evaluation of conventional and popular methods was given
in [27] with the aim to quantify algorithms used in restoring faded photographs.

Recently, variations to the conventional gain adjustment methods have been reported
in the literature. For instance, white balancing is conducted by stretching the color pixel
distribution [28]. In a certain sense, the color channel gain adjustments are implemented
in a non-linear manner. In parallel to the same philosophy, RGB channels were adjusted
non-linearly using the gamma correction approach [29]. Particularly, this method is able
to avoid display saturation which may be caused by gain factors larger than unity.

Although the methods appear in literature have produced satisfactory results in the
context of color correction, the quality of an image may still be affected by other fac-
tors. Other developments in image contrast enhancement include the use of the gamma
correction falling within the class of nonlinear power-law gain adjustments [30] and [31].
The contrast or information content also needs to be increased either for better view-
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ing or easier subsequent processing such as object identification and recognition. For
instance, parameterized Bezier curves [32] were used as references in the adjustment.
While enhancing image contrast, mean brightness was also considered as an important
requirement [33]. Contrast enhancements could also be realized by hardware circuitries
[34]. On the other hand one may tackle this problem from an optimization perspective.
Specifically, proper color channel gain factors should be sought such that the resultant
image satisfies both requirements for color cast removal and scene information recovery.
Hence, a multi-objective optimization approach should be adopted.

With regard to multi-objective optimization, soft computing and intelligent compu-
tation algorithms are very suitable candidates to accomplish a desired optimization goal
in solving image processing problems. For instance, a real coded genetic algorithm with a
fuzzy clustering scheme was used in segmenting magnetic resonance images of the human
brain [35]. Similarly, a non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm was adopted to opti-
mize thresholds in image classification [36]. In addition to the genetic algorithm, there
have been other nature inspired optimizations developed recently. Examples include the
application of the artificial bee colony algorithm in segmenting synthetic aperture radar
images [37]. The algorithm is able to account for image quality degradations due to the
effect of speckle noise. Furthermore, the artificial ant colony algorithm was employed
together with fuzzy sets to enhance the contrast of a high dynamic range color image
[38]. A recent survey in the aforementioned research field can be found in [39].

Another popular nature inspired and agent based optimization approach is the par-
ticle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm [40]. This algorithm simulates the motion of
bird flocks that search for food. The inspiration is applied in solution schemes that search
for optimal solutions where particles as candidate solutions are steered to travel through
the parameter space. The advantages of PSO include its implementation simplicity and
promising performance. Its control parameters, on the other hand, have been shown to
be easily tuned and impose a minimal effect on the performance [41]. Improvements on
the effectiveness of the PSO and its applications were reported in the literature. For
example, a perturbed assignment of a lead particle was proposed in [42] accounting for
possible traps in local optima. As with other intelligent computation algorithms, the
PSO is also extendable to solve problems in multi-objective optimization problems [43].
With regard to image processing, the PSO has been successfully applied for image con-
trast enhancement [44] and in segmenting infrared images [45]. A further application in
color image white balance has been recently reported in [46].

In this research, the problem of color correction is tackled in an unique perspective
from the multi-objective optimization perspective taking into account the removal of
illumination color cast and the maximal recovery of information contained in the image.
The contribution of this paper is three folded. Firstly, the limitations on gray world and
with patch based algorithms for color correction are revealed. In particular, the problem
of over stretching of pixel magnitudes and the possibility of reductions in information
content are illustrated. Secondly, color correction is posed as a non-linear gain adjustment
process on the color channels using the gamma correction. This approach is able to
mitigate the possibility of the resultant image saturating the display device. Thirdly, the
PSO algorithm is enhanced with adapting to the need of searching for multi-objectives.
A particle attraction and selection scheme is formulated that facilitates the construction
of the Pareto front which ensures that solutions obtains are straightly non-dominating.
A strategy in determining the final solution from the Pareto front is also suggested.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the background and
challenges in color correction based on the gray world assumption are presented. The
multi-objective optimization process using the PSO is developed in Section 3. Experi-
ments conducted using a collection of natural color images are described in Section 4 and
results are discussed therein. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2. Color Correction Approaches

Most digital cameras deliver color images in three color channels. These channels
could be the primary red-green-blue (RGB) signals or other formats that are easily
converted to the RGB color space equivalent. In this work, we assume that the image is
available in the RGB format. Independent of the color representation, an image can be
described by an image formation model [16]:

fc(x) ∝

∫

ω

ρ(λ)I(λ)S(λ)dλ, (1)

where fc is the pixel value of a color channel c ∈ {R,G,B}, x is the location of the
pixel in the image, ω is the range of the visible wavelength λ in the electromagnetic
spectrum, ρ(λ) is the camera sensitivity, I(λ) and S(λ) are the illumination source and
object surface reflectance respectively. From this model, it is evident that the color of
the illumination source could affect the color of the pixel formed in the image.

The goal of color correction is to reconstruct the image, in terms of its color content,
as if it was formed under a light source that is uniform across the visible spectrum ω, or
when the source color is white. The problem considered is ill-conditioned such that for
an unknown light source, as it is difficult to obtain a correct reference of the color com-
ponents. Hence, several assumptions are formulated when algorithms are implemented
to conduct color correction. The two most popular candidates are, namely, the white
patch and gray world assumptions [6]. The white patch based approach assumes that
the brightest pixel in an image is white. The gray world assumption hypothesized that
the average color magnitudes of the pixels would be equivalent to a gray tone. The latter
assumption is more frequently justified in natural images where the image may contain
a substantial amount of different colors.

2.1. Gray World based Color Correction

Consider a given image in the RGB format [29],

I = {Iuv}, Iuv = {Ruv, Guv, Buv}, (2)

where Ruv, Guv, Buv are the magnitudes of the appropriate color channels of the pixel
while the coordinates at (u, v) abide by the raster convention and are given by u =
1, · · · , U and v = 1, · · · , V for an image of width U and height V . Furthermore, the
magnitudes of the color channels are confined below a maximum value corresponding to
the common 8-bit representation up to 28 − 1 = 255 levels, that is,

Ruv, Guv, Buv ∈ [0, 255]. (3)
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The conventional gray world color correction approach calculates the mean values
of the RGB color channels and then finds two scale factors for the R- and B-channels
respectively [20]. We have,

ᾱr =
Ḡ

R̄
, ᾱb =

Ḡ

B̄
, (4)

where

R̄ =
1

UV

∑

uv

Ruv, Ḡ =
1

UV

∑

uv

Guv, B̄ =
1

UV

∑

uv

Buv. (5)

The corrected image is obtained by linearly multiplying the R- and B-channels with
their associated gain factors while the G-channel is left unchanged. That is,

R̃uv = ᾱrRuv, G̃uv = Guv, B̃uv = ᾱbBuv. (6)

A test image together with the gray world corrected result is shown in Fig. 1 to
illustrate the performance of this approach. It is noticed that the original image is
highly cast in a yellowish tone while the corrected image has shown a removal of the
dominated illumination color. For the purpose of removing color cast, the gray world
based correction is performing satisfactorily.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Gray world based color correction - Test Image 1: (a) original image, (b) gray world corrected
image.

2.2. Quadratic Color Correction based on Combined Gray World and White Patch

Based on the argument that the brightest point in the image tends to reflect the color
of the illumination source. The white patch algorithm was developed to normalize the
maxima of the RGB channels to produce white patches in the resultant image [10]. The
maxima of the individual channels are firstly obtained,

R̂ = max
uv
{Ruv}, Ĝ = max

uv
{Guv}, B̂ = max

uv
{Buv}. (7)

Then gain factors for the R- and B-channels are determined from

α̂r =
Ĝ

R̂
, α̂b =

Ĝ

B̂
. (8)
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Finally, the R- and B-channel magnitudes are modified accordingly while the G-channel
is not altered. The color corrected image then becomes,

Ŕuv = α̂rRuv, Ǵuv = Guv, B́uv = α̂bBuv. (9)

However, it has been revealed in the literature that white patch based color correction
may suffer from the fact that white points may not appear sufficiently in an image to
warrant the effectiveness of adjusting the pixels to the few white points. Furthermore, due
to the simplicity in gray world based correction, a hybridization of these two assumptions
have been made in the work reported in [22].

The concept proposed was motivated by the requirement that the processed color
image should satisfy both the gray world and white patch assumptions. As presented in
[10], this method of color correction is developed on the basis of formulating a quadratic
function that represents the corrected image. For example, the corrected R-channel pixel
magnitude is

R̂uv = µrR
2
uv + νrRuv, (10)

where µr and νr are quadratic coefficients to be determined. In order to satisfy the gray
world assumption, it is required that

µr

∑

uv

R2
uv + νr

∑

uv

Ruv = Ḡ, (11)

where Ḡ is the average of the G-channel pixel magnitudes. For the satisfaction of the
white patch assumption, we need

max
uv
{Ruv} = max

uv
{Guv} = Ĝ, (12)

such that the maximum values of the R- and B-channels are aligned with the G-channel
to achieve white balance. Hence, it requires

µr max
uv
{R2

uv}+ νr max
uv
{Ruv} = max

uv
{Guv}. (13)

The coefficients µr and νr can be obtained from equations (11), (13), where

[

µr

νr

]

=

[
∑

uv R
2
uv

∑

uv Ruv

maxuv{R
2
uv} maxuv{Ruv}

]

−1 [
Ḡ

Ĝ

]

. (14)

These coefficients are then applied in equation (10) to obtain the correction for the pixel
color. The B-channel can be corrected in the same manner; hence a color corrected image
is obtained. An example image is shown in Fig. 2. In the regard of illumination color
cast removal, the quadratic correction method is also considered effective.

2.3. Evaluation of Multiplicative Color Correction

Approaches

The gray world and the quadratic based color correction methods, though using
different ways to obtain the scaling factors, rely on multiplicative adjustment of the color
channel magnitudes. Their effectiveness in color correction and information recovery are
evaluated below.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Quadratic based color correction - Test Image 2: (a) original image, (b) quadratic corrected
image.

2.3.1. Gray World based Color Correction

We consider further the difference made in the context of the distribution of color
pixels in the image. Figure 3 shows plots of histograms of the RGB channels of the
original and corrected images corresponding to the image shown in Fig. 1.

It can be observed that in the original image histogram, the B-channel magnitude
is small (peaked distributions at the low magnitude region) while the R- and G-channel
magnitudes are large. The corresponding mean values of the colors are shown in diamond
shaped markers. After color correction by multiplying with scaling factors ᾱr and ᾱb,
equation (6), it is seen that the magnitude of the R-channel is reduced while the G-
channel magnitude is not altered as expected. However, due to the multiplicative effect,
the magnitude of the B-channel extended beyond the maximum value of L = 255, see
Fig. 3(b). This will cause a saturation effect in a display device and is not desirable.

A numerical assessment is further made that quantifies the degree accomplished in
gray world based color correction. The color difference criterion builds upon the min-max
concept and reflects the maximum absolute difference of individual channel mean values
to the aggregated mean value. The assessment is given by

∆ = max{|R̄− M̄ |, |Ḡ− M̄ |, |B̄ − M̄ |}, (15)

where M̄ = (R̄+Ḡ+B̄)/3 is the aggregated mean color channel magnitude. As shown in
Fig. 3 above, the original image has a color difference (labeled as “Diff”) of 48.51 while
that of the resultant image is close to zero. Hence, gray world based color correction is
effective for this test image.

While the assumption of the gray world assumption is satisfied, an inspection on the
information contents in the original and the corrected images is carried out. Here, the
information contained in an image is defined as the value given by the Shannon entropy
calculated from the gray-scale equivalent of the image. The color image is first converted
to the gray-scale Y by the YUV transformation [26], that is,

Y = 0.299R+ 0.587G+ 0.114B. (16)

The probability that a channel magnitude falls in a particular level, pi, is used to
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calculate the entropy given by

H = −
255
∑

i=0

pi log2 pi bits. (17)

For the test image depicted in Fig. 1, the information contained in the original and
corrected images are 7.72 and 7.71 bits respectively. It is observed that there is a slight
reduction in the information content despite the satisfactory result in illumination color
cast removal.
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Figure 3: Histograms of the test image shown in Fig. 1, (a) original image, (b) gray world corrected
image.

2.3.2. Quadratic based Color Correction

Similar assessments are made on the test image corrected by the quadratic method.
The corresponding color distributions are shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that the color
distributions also show a coincidence with the first test image in that there is a channel,
here the B-channel, whose magnitude is less than the G-channel. After amplification by
the scale factor αb, the B-channel pixels again saturate the display device.
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Figure 4: Histograms of the test image shown in Fig. 2, (a) original image, (b) corrected image by the
quadratic method.

In the context of illumination cast removal, the resultant image has an aggregated
difference of 48.35 and the quadratic color correction process is able to reduce it to almost
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zero. Hence, the correction is considered effective in this regard. For the information
content, the original image contained 7.78 bits while the corrected image carries 7.65 bits
of information. This is not a desirable result in the context of information recovery.

The observations from the evaluation indicate that illumination cast can be removed
as expected due to the design of the method. However, the two procedures tend to
introduced undesirable effects including display saturation and cases of reduction in in-
formation content carried in the color corrected image.

2.4. Non-linear Color Correction

The gray world based and the quadratic based color corrections described above rely
on manipulating the color channel magnitudes of an image by a multiplicative scaling
factor, see equations (6), (10) and (13). Hence, these approaches are classified as linear
corrections. As discussed in the evaluation, there are possibilities that the color may
be over multiplied and give rise to undesirable display saturations and consequently
introduces a reduction of the information content. An alternative method adopting a
non-linear adjustment principle, the gamma correction, was developed and reported in
[29], focusing on color correction as well as preserving the brightness of the original image.
A further extension of the concept is made in this research that simultaneously seeks the
removal of the illumination cast and an increase of the information content where it will
be posed as an optimization problem. Before presenting the development, the gamma
correction based method is reviewed with its results illustrated here.

The gamma correction adjustment relies on raising the color channel magnitudes to
the gamma coefficient as an exponent γr. We have,

R̂uv = Řγr

uv, (18)

where Řuv = Ruv/255 is the normalized, for instance, R-channel magnitude.
Particularly, this approach for color channel adjustment possesses an advantageous

feature that the magnitude of the adjusted color is bounded below unity if the original
color magnitude is normalized. That is,

R̂uv ∈ [0, 1], for all Řuv ∈ [0, 1]. (19)

As presented in [29], the gamma coefficient γr is determined through a bi-sectional search
process while keeping the brightness of the resultant image close to that of the original
image. The result of test images are shown in figures 5 and 6 together with the plots of
the corresponding histograms.

In figures 5(a) and 6(a), the color corrected images are depicted. The histograms
shown in figures 5(b) and 6(b) indicate that there are no over-amplifications of any
color channels. Hence, the gamma correction based non-linear color correction method
is considered effective in mitigating the display saturation problem. Furthermore, it is
noted that for the image shown in Fig. 5(a) that the information content has been
increased from 7.72 to 7.75. Moreover, the information content for image shown in Fig.
6(a) is only slightly decreased from 7.78 to 7.76 bits.

It can be seen that with the studied color correction schemes, the information contents
are manipulatable while adjusting the color channel magnitudes. Therefore, an attempt
is made that aims at correcting the image colors while simultaneously increases the
information content. To this end, the problem is treated as a multi-objective optimization
problem and its solution procedure will be developed and presented in the next section.
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Figure 5: Non-linear color correction - Test image 1: (a) original image, (b) histogram of gamma corrected
image.
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Figure 6: Non-linear color correction - Test image 2: (a) original image, (b) histogram of gamma corrected
image.

3. Multi-objective Optimization based Approach

In many engineering applications when it is required to satisfy more than one design
criterion in an optimal manner, multi-objective optimization methods have to be em-
ployed to provide feasible solutions to the problem. Moreover, in real-world problems, it
is often difficult to have procedures that can lead to an analytical optimal solution. In
these cases, nature inspired optimization algorithms are becoming attractive candidates
[37], [38], [39], [42] and [44]. These methods include the artificial bee colony algorithm,
artificial ant colony system, and the particle swarm optimization algorithm.

3.1. Particle Swarm Optimization

The particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm has obtained a lot of attention for
its performance and implementation simplicity. The algorithm can also be extended to
tackle multi-objective optimization problems.

3.1.1. Principle of the PSO Algorithm

In solving for the optimal solution of a problem, the potential solutions or decision
variables are coded into a vector representation called a particle. This vector can be
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visualized as a point in a parameter space whose dimension corresponds to the size
of the vector. It can be imagined that these particles were birds flying with certain
velocities in the solution space while looking for food and escaping from predators. As
a social metaphor, a bird with better food finding ability is treated as the leader and
communicates its findings to other birds in the swarm. On the other hand, birds also
rely on their individual experience to hunt for food. With these interactions, the whole
bird flock gradually improves their food finding quality. In the seminal work of [40], this
natural observation was transformed into an optimization algorithm.

3.1.2. Description of the PSO Procedure

The PSO iterative procedure can be described by the following expression,

vi
k+1 = wivi

k + cig(gbest,k − xi
k) + cip(p

i
best,k − xi

k)

xi
k+1 = xi

k + vi
k+1,

(20)

where xi is the N -dimensional particle position in the solution space, vi is the velocity of
the particle movement assuming a unity time step, wi is the velocity control coefficient,
cig, c

i
p are the gain control matrices, gbest is the global-best position, p

i
best is the position

of a particular particle corresponding to its problem dependent best fitness obtained so
far, subscript k is the iteration index and superscript i is the particle index.

At the start of the algorithm, the particle positions xi
0 are randomly assigned to

cover the solution space [41]. These positions may be randomly distributed, given a
pre-defined number of particles. In general, a small number of particles used reduces the
computational load at the expense of extended iterations required to obtain the optimum
solution. The initial particle velocity vi

0 can also be set randomly or simply assigned to
zero. A problem dependent objective function is evaluated and an objective value or
fitness is assigned to each particle. Based on the set of objective values, the particle
having the lowest fitness (for a minimization problem) is taken as the global-best gbest,0.
This set of initial objective values is denoted as the particle-best pi

best,0. The velocity is
then calculated using some random gain coefficients. The particle positions are updated
and the procedure repeats. Finally, at the satisfaction of some termination criteria, the
global-best particle is reported as the near-optimal solution to the problem.

3.1.3. Pareto Optimality and Pareto Front

In most engineering optimization problems, it is often required to accomplish optimal
design objectives that are in conflict to each other. Thus, solutions have to be sought
through Pareto optimality [43], and a brief description is given below.

Suppose it is required to solve the problem,

min f(x) := [f1(x), f2(x), · · · , fk(x)], (21)

subjected to decision variables x satisfying some constraints such that x ∈ X , where
X is the feasible set of solutions. Due to the multi-objective nature, a single solution
rarely occurs in practical problems. The concept of dominance and Pareto optimality
are therefore adopted. The outcome from a multi-objective optimization routine would
thus consists of solutions in the form of a Pareto front. The associated concept is best
explained with the following definitions.
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Definition 1. Given two vectors x and y, both real and of dimension k, that is, x, y ∈
R

k. It is defined that x ≤ y, if xi ≤ yi for i = 1, · · · , k, and that x dominates y, (x ≺ y),
if x ≤ y and x 6= y.

Definition 2. A decision variable vector x ∈ X ⊂ R
k is non-dominated with respect to

X , if there does not exist a x∗ ∈ X such that f(x∗) ≺ f(x).

Definition 3. A decision variable vector x ∈ F ⊂ R
k, where F is the feasible region, is

Pareto optimal if it is non-dominated with respect to F .

Definition 4. The Pareto Set P∗ is given by:

P∗ = {x ∈ F|x is Pareto optimal}

Definition 5. The Pareto Front PF∗ is defined as:

PF∗ = {f(x) ∈ R
k|x ∈ P∗}

By making use of the above definitions of Pareto optimality and the construction of
appropriate objective functions, the PSO can thus be adopted. It will be used in searching
for satisfactory solutions for image color correction and enhancement simultaneously as
a multi-objective optimization problem.

3.2. Multi-objective Optimization for Color Correction and Information Enhancement

As it has been revealed in Section 2, the quality of a color image needs to be improved
where criteria including removal of illumination color cast and information content incre-
ment have to be met. In this paper, the PSO is used as a tool to accomplish this goal. In
essence, to accommodate the requirement to satisfy the above mentioned two objectives,
the conventional PSO described in Section 3.1.2 has to be modified. In particular, the
Pareto front concept is adopted that converts the PSO into the multi-objective particle
swarm optimization (MOPSO) algorithm.

The algorithm consists of the following major components including: particle initial-
ization, iteration with objective evaluation, determination of the Pareto front and its
management, particle update. The particle initialization and update stages follow the
traditional implementation steps. The objective evaluation phase is problem dependent.
In the current case, it is the color correction process and the assignment of the qualities in
color correction and information gain. The manipulation of the Pareto front is purpose-
fully developed in this research. The detailed steps are given below and the parameters
used in the PSO are given in Table 1.

3.2.1. Initialization

The gamma values for each color channel adjustment are coded as a vector and is
treated as a particle. That is,

x =
[

γr γg γb
]T

. (22)

Note that iteration and particle indices are dropped for presentation convenience unless
it is required in the context.

The number of particles included in the swarm N and the number of generations G
are specified by the user, here N = 20, G = 50. The velocity control coefficient w will be
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Table 1: Parameters for PSO algorithm

Parameter Value

particle encoding x =
[

γr γg γb
]T

number of particles 20
number of iterations 50
inertia weight w = 0.6
gain factors cg, cp ∈ [0, 1]

a random number so that different values for each particle are used to ensure the ability
to escape from local optima. The initial particle velocities are set to zero. The particle
positions are sampled from an uniform distribution that gives γr, γg, γb ∈ [0.5, 2.0] in
accordance to some preliminary experiments.

3.2.2. Iteration

The iteration stage forms the core of the PSO algorithm and can be described in
Algorithm 1 below. The algorithm loops through each particle and each iteration. Color
correction using the non-linear method is carried out, see (18). Then the objective
values are found which consist of the color difference given in (15) and the entropy of
the resultant image calculated from (17). After the operations for the particles, a Pareto
front is generated using (27), see Section 3.2.3 below. Finally, the particle positions are
updated as given by (20).

Algorithm 1 PSO Iteration

1: for each iteration do

2: for each particle do

3: gamma correction for each color
4: find overall color difference
5: find entropy
6: end for

7: find Pareto front
8: update particle
9: end for

3.2.3. Generation of the Pareto Front

In order to account for the need to satisfy multiple objectives, the assignment of the
global best particle gbest is modified. Let the objective values of an individual particle
be ∆i and Hi in an iteration, say, the kth iteration. The Pareto objective is

Ki =
N
∑

i

{(∆i ≤ ∆n)||(Hi ≥ Hn)}, n = 1, · · · , N (23)

where ∆i, ∆n and Hi, Hn are the objectives, namely, color differences and information
contents, of all particles which are indicator values in [0, 1] from the comparison and
logical-or operator (||). The best particles are assigned as those non-dominating particles
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to form a temporary Pareto front [43] where there is no other particles that can better
satisfy the objective. We have,

P̂k = {xj |Ki = max
i
{Ki}}, j = 1, · · · , J. (24)

Note that the number of particles J in the set of temporary Pareto front is at most equal
to the number of particles N . However, in most cases, it is less than the number of
particles.

If it is the first iteration, then the particles in P̂k are assigned as on the Pareto front.
If the current iteration is later than the first iteration, the currently selected particles
are augmented to the previous front. Here an augmented front is formed as

P̃k = {P̂k, Pk−1} (25)

where Pk−1 is the final Pareto front in the previous k − 1th iteration. The Pareto
objectives for the particles on the augmented front are rechecked to remove the dominated
particles. That is, to check

K̃q =
∑

{(∆q ≤∆k−1)||(H
q ≥ Hk−1)}, q = 1, · · · , Q, (26)

where ∆k−1 and Hk−1 are the objectives of particles on the previous Pareto front, and
Q is the number of aggregated particles on the Pareto front.

Those particles in the current and previous iterations that are being dominated are
removed from the Pareto front. We now have the final Pareto front at the current kth
iteration as

Pk = {xm|K̃q = max
q
{K̃q}}. (27)

The particles on the latest refined Pareto front are employed to take the role of
gbest,k in subsequent PSO iterations. It is also noted that the number of particles that
are located on the Pareto front may be less than or more than the number of particles
in the swarm. This discrepancy in cardinality is problem dependent and related to the
objective space landscape. In order to allow for the PSO algorithm implementation with
the same number of gbest particles as particles in the swarm, the particles on the Pareto
front are sampled with equal probability to generate the set of global gbest particles. We
have,

gi
best,k  Pm

k , i = 1, · · · , N, (28)

where the mapping i  m is drawn randomly from a uniform distribution. A summary
of the stages involved in the generation of the multi-objective Pareto front is given in
Algorithm 2 below.

3.2.4. Particle Update

Particle updates as implemented here basically follow the conventional PSO algo-
rithm structure as given in (20) [40]-[45]. In addition, a simplification is made that the
update according to the self-experience term cip(p

i
best − xi) is not implemented. This

simplification is justified by the fact that in the multi-objective scheme, the global best
particles now becomes a diversified set instead of a single particle. Hence, a sufficient
degree in search randomness is maintained. After the update, particles are fed to the
next iteration to search for a better solution until the maximum number of iterations is
reached.
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Algorithm 2 Pareto front generation

1: for each particle do

2: find Pareto objectives Ki

3: end for

4: construct temporary Pareto front P̂k

5: augment with previous Pareto front P̃k

6: re-calculate Pareto objectives K̃q

7: remove dominated particles in final Pareto front Pk

8: uniformly sample from Pareto front to obtain gbest,k particles

3.2.5. Selection from the Pareto Front

According to the principle of multi-objective optimization, particles on the Pareto
front are all optimal solutions in the sense that alternations in the decision variables,
the gamma values, would make the corresponding objectives degrade. The selection of
a single solution from the Pareto front is still an open question unless there is a higher
hierarchy of criteria imposed by the user. Examples of plots of the objective space
illustrating the Pareto front are presented below to demonstrate the challenge.
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Figure 7: Pareto fronts of color corrected images - Test image 3: (a) original image, (b) Pareto front

In figures 7(b) and 8(b), the objective values of the original values are shown as a blue
dot and they both appear at the right or bottom-right corner of the objective portrait.
In the portrait, the horizontal axis corresponds to the discrepancy to the satisfaction of
the gray world assumption. A low color difference indicates a better accomplishment
of the objective. The vertical axis corresponds to the information content and a higher
value indicates larger information content contained in the color corrected image. The
objectives of particles on the Pareto front are shown in black dots while gray dots denote
objectives of previous PSO iterations. It is observed that both corrections result in
improving the objectives as indicated by the concentration of dots at the top-left region
of the objective space.

In this research, our aim is to seek a set of gamma correction values such that the
color corrected image would possess a close satisfaction of the gray world assumption
and an increase in the information conveyed from the scene. However, it is anticipated
that compromises in both objectives are needed for some images. Two test images and
their associated objective space plots are shown in figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 8: Pareto fronts of color corrected images - Test image 4: (b) original image, (b) Pareto front
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Figure 9: Pareto fronts of color corrected images - Test image 5: (a) original image, (b) Pareto front

For Test Image 5 with the objective space depicted in Fig. 9(b), while striving for
minimum color difference to the gray world, the information content of the resultant
image would be reduced. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 10(b) for Test Image 6,
if a higher information content is sought, an increase in color difference is unavoidable.
Further test images shown in figures 11 and 12, are also included to demonstrate the
distribution of Pareto fronts for images with different color casts such as bluish and
grayish tones.

When the effectiveness of the accomplishment of the dual objectives depends on the
characteristics of the input image, a Pareto front selection scheme is proposed. Here, we
propose to provide the user with two resultant images according to the two objectives.
The resultant image selected with minimum color difference to the gray world assumption
is subject to the constraint that the associated color difference is no larger than the
original image. That is,

xc = {xi|∆i ≤ ∆0}, (29)

where xc is the selected particle of gamma values, and ∆0 is the color difference of the
original image.

Similarly, the image select for maximum information conveyed is subject to no degra-
dation of the gray world assumption that the resultant information is not less than the
original image. We have,

xh = {xi|Hi ≥ H0}, (30)
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Figure 10: Pareto fronts of color corrected images - Test image 6: (a) original image, (b) Pareto front
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Figure 11: Pareto fronts of color corrected images - Test image 7: (a) original image, (b) Pareto front

where xh is the selected particle of gamma values, and H0 is the information content of
the original image.

As shown with the test images in figures 7 to 12, red dots denote selections for
minimum color difference while green dots denote selections for maximum information
content. The input images are shown in Fig. 13 and corresponding color corrected images
are shown below in Fig. 14. For images satisfying the information based objective, the
selected resultant images are shown in Fig. 15. As indicated by the numerical values
of the objectives found in the objective portrait, the selected images subject to the two
criteria have illustrated the trade-off made in choosing a single solution from a multi-
objective optimization problem.

4. Results

In addition to the example results given in the above section, a collection of 40 color
images taken under different illumination conditions are used in further investigations.
There had been performance measures reported in the literature based on the availabil-
ity of ground-truth references, for instance, the work in [47] and [48] had adopted the
Euclidian distance and color vector angular errors. However, since references cannot be
easily obtained for all conditions in natural scenes the application of references measures
may find difficulties in practice. For the purpose of this work, we assess the effectiveness
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Figure 12: Pareto fronts of color corrected images - Test image 8: (a) original image, (b) Pareto front

of the proposed method by comparing the color differences and the information contents
of the original and resultant images.

Scatter plots are depicted in Fig. 16. For assessment on the satisfaction of the gray
world assumption, the horizontal axis represents the values of the original images while
the vertical axis represents the resultant images. It is observed that all indicators are
located below the diagonal line, in Fig. 16(a), indicating that there are reductions in the
color difference in all test images. With regard to the information or entropy resulting
from the color corrected images, most of them are above the diagonal line. This indicates
that information gains are made in a majority of test images. Particularly, only those
resulted from the multi-objective optimization processes, shown in magenta and red
circles, produce increments.

A further illustration is provided using plots of histograms for the two objectives
using the color correction methods described above, see Fig. 17. For the color difference
criterion, all changes are positive indicating the effectiveness of all methods in this regard
as confirmed in Fig. 17(a). On the other hand, with the information gain criterion as
depicted in 17(b), some results do not have a positive gain. This is particular true for
the gray world and quadratic methods shown in green and cyan curves.

A collection of the result statistics are depicted as box-plots in Fig. 18. For color dif-
ference assessment, we see that there are significant improvements by the gray world and
quadratic methods. Approaches based on gamma correction and the PSO multi-objective
selecting best color differences produce noticeable improvements, see Fig. 18(a). The
multi-objective selection based on maximum information produces larger color differ-
ences. However, this is expected as a trade-off for information gain. Notwithstanding
this insufficiency, the overall color differences are much lower than those from the orig-
inal images. For the information criterion, the multi-objective based methods produce
both higher information gain as compared to the original images and other methods as
depicted in Fig. 18(b). In particular, it is observed that the gray world and quadratic
methods give rise to reductions in the information content which may not be desirable.

Further resultant images illustrating the effectiveness of the proposed multi-objective
approach for color correction are shown below. In Fig. 19, the original image is severely
color biased in the yellowish tone due to an indoor light source with a warm color tem-
perature. The result shown in Fig. 19(e) is corrected to achieve a color difference of 0.81
from the original image carrying a color difference of 51.88. It is observed that results
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from the canonical gray world multiplicative correction is biased towards a bluish tone
while the quadratic correction method produced only an intermediate correction as ex-
pected. The gamma based adjustment method gives a result that is close to the optimal
but its information content is slightly reduced.

The color corrected image with the largest improvement in information content is
shown in Fig. 20. The resultant image using the gamma values so selected from the
Pareto front is illustrated in Fig. 20(f). The information content increased from 6.68 in
the original image to 7.55 in the color corrected image. This test image was captured
in an outdoor scene at night where only artificial lighting is available. It is observed
that only results from the proposed MOPSO method are performing well in the context
of information content increment. In particular, the image corrected by gamma values
selected on the Pareto front is able to expose the buildings in the background. This is
because of the fact that the gamma values were selected using the maximum information
criterion.

5. Conclusion

This paper has presented evaluations and improvements of methods for image color
correction aiming at mitigating the effect of illumination color casts together with gains
in the information contained in the image. Limitations of methods based on linear mul-
tiplicative color channel adjustments are revealed. It is shown that the gray world and
quadratic approaches may not perform well if the criterion of information gain is taken
into consideration. Drawbacks including display saturation and reduction in the infor-
mation content conveyed in an image are also observed. Non-linear adjustment using
the gamma correction principle is proposed and its performance investigated. It can be
seen that display saturation is also mitigated. Further improvements have been made to
satisfy both objectives of color correction and information gain when the task is posed
as a multi-objective optimization problem. A particle swarm optimization procedure is
develop to incorporate improvements in tackling the multi-objective optimization chal-
lenge. A new method to generate and handle the Pareto front is then proposed and
shown to be effective. A selection scheme in producing final results is suggested to guar-
antee the improvement of the resultant images in at least any one of the criteria. Tests
from natural color images are conducted and results have illustrated the effectiveness of
the proposed PSO based multi-objective optimization method in color corrections and
enhancement.
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Figure 13: Input test images: (a) test image 3, (b) test image 4, (c) test image 5, (a) test image 6, (e)
test image 7, (f) test image 8, (g) test image 9, (h) test image 10, (i) test image 11, (j) test image 12,
(k) test image 13, (l) test image 14.
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Figure 14: Color corrected images selected for minimum color difference: (a) test image 3, (b) test image
4, (c) test image 5, (d) test image 6, (e) test image 7, (f) test image 8, (g) test image 9, (h) test image
10, (i) test image 11, (j) test image 12, (k) test image 13, (l) test image 14.
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Figure 15: Color corrected images selected for maximum information gain: (a) test image 3, (b) test
image 4, (c) test image 5, (d) test image 6, (e) test image 7, (f) test image 8, (g) test image 9, (h) test
image 10, (i) test image 11, (j) test image 12, (k) test image 13, (l) test image 14.
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Figure 16: Scatter plot comparing the results, (a) color difference, (b) information content. Legend:
cyan - gray world, green - quadratic, blue - gamma correction, magenta - MOSPO (best color difference
criterion), red - MOSPO (best information criterion)
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Figure 17: Histograms comparing the results, (a) color difference, (b) information content. Legend - see
Fig. 16.
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Figure 18: Box-plots comparing the results, (a) color difference, (b) information content. Column 1:
original image, Column 2: gray world correction, Column 3: quadratic correction, Column 4: gamma cor-
rection, Column 5: MOSPO with best color difference, Column 6: MOSPO with maximum information
gain.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 19: Image corrected by selected gamma values from Pareto front with best performance in
satisfying the gray world assumption, (a) original image, (b) linear correction, (c) quadratic correction,
(d) gamma correction, (e) best color difference from MOPSO, (f) best information from MOPSO.
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Figure 20: Image corrected by selected gamma values from Pareto front with best performance in
satisfying the information gain criterion, (a) original image, (b) linear correction, (c) quadratic correction,
(d) gamma correction, (e) best color difference from MOPSO, (f) best information from MOPSO.
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